Safety Code Superheroes

Thanks to elevators and escalators, ordinary citizens can leap tall buildings in a single bound and move from one point to another without taking a single step.

These feats of motion are made possible – and safe – by the heroes who develop, adopt and enforce the codes that ensure rider safety.

THE DARING CODE DEVELOPERS

In the U.S. there are nearly one million elevators and escalators that move billions of riders each day.

Code writing experts collaborate then seek public input to gain insight from various industry stakeholders.

The drafted code is made available to the local Authorities Having Jurisdiction or AHJs for individual adoption.

In buildings across the U.S., service technicians keep equipment running and in compliance with the code.

With new technology comes new standards for safety. It’s time to update the code!

Periodic inspections will ensure the highest levels of safety.

Riders can rest easy knowing the Safety Code Superheroes are on the job.

The heroes gather together to collaborate and consult local officials on how the code will be adopted for that specific area.

As buildings get taller, these code modifications will prove very important.

The amazing adopters

We have to consider evacuation protocol.

Once the code is officially adopted, the Compliance Crusaders ensure it’s properly enforced.

Everything looks up-to-code!
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